been written. See how much we can achieve by working together.
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Guy L. McCormack, MS, OTR
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Guest Editors' Response
Thank you for taking the time to so thoughtfully respond to our special issue on Feminism As An Inclusive Perspective. Your appreciation of the maturity of the women's movement was heartening. We can only revalidate that it is essential for men and women to be partners in facing the challenges in society.

The first concern raised about the growing body of knowledge about neurological differences between men and women is a strength, rather than as something we should ignore or apologize for. Certain-ly, a number of the men in occupational therapy have made major contributions.

The point I was trying to make was not that we should exclude men, but rather that we should recognize that the traditionally female parts of what we do constitute much of our strength as a profession.

Rosalie J. Miller, PhD, OTR
Gainesville, Florida

Correction
For "Assistive Technology Device Use in Patients With Rheumatic Disease: A Literature Review" by Joan C. Rogers and Margo B. Holm (February 1992 AJOT, p. 126):
In the Shipman reference, the author's name is spelled incorrectly. The reference should read: Shipham, I. (1987). Bath aids—Their use by a multi-diagnostic group of patients. International Rehabilitation Medicine, 8, 182-184. The AJOT editorial staff regrets this error and hopes readers were not inconvenienced.